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ABSTRACT

Yuresta, Desi (2006). Evaluating The Performance of State Owned Banks And
Private Foreign Banks In Indonesia During 2000-October 2005. Yogyakarta. Faculty
ofEconomics. Islamic University of Indonesia.

This research aims to evaluate and compare the performance of state-owned
banksand private foreign banks in Indonesia for the periodof 2000-October 2005 by
using the CAMEL method. CAMEL is one method to evaluate the banks
performance. In CAMEL method we evaluated five aspects: Capital, Assets,
Management, Earnings, and Liquidity.

In this research capital is proxywith CAR, Assets is represented by BDR and
Classified Assets Reserves, Management is proxy with NPM, Earnings are scoring
with ROA and Operating Efficiency Ratio, and liquidity is represented by LDR and
CML.

This research applies linear regression model of the CAR, BDR, Classified
Asets Reserves, NPM, ROA, Operating Efficiency Ratio, LDR and CML as the
independent variables and CAMEL score as the dependent variable. The result of this
research shows that that only Classified Assets reserves, ROA, Operating Efficiency
Ratio and CML that have a significant difference in performance of state-owned
banks and private foreign banks. Moreover, CAR, BDR, NPM, and LDR variables
are insignificant. The CAMEL score between state-owned banks and private foreign
banks is also insignificant. It seems that the banks performance between those two
banks is not different. It may happen because Bank Indonesia has set up a special
regulation to maintain the bank performance in Indonesia.

Key Words: CAMEL, Banks performance.
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ABSTRAK

Yuresta, Desi (2006). Evaluasi Kinerja Bank BUMN dan Bank Swasta Asing di
Indonesia Selama Tahun 2000-Oktober 2005. Yogyakarta. Fakultas Ekonomi.
Universitas Islam Indonesia.

Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk mengevaluasi dan membandingkan kinerja dari
bank-bank BUMN and bank swasta asing di Indonesia selama periode tahun 2000-
Oktober 2005 dengan menggunakan metode CAMEL. CAMEL adalah salah satu
metode untuk mengevaluasi kinerja bank. Dalam metode CAMEL kita mengevaluasi
lima aspek, yaitu: Modal, Aktiva, Manajemen, Rentabilitas, dan Likuiditas.

Dalam penelitian ini aspek modal diproksikan dengan CAR, aktiva
direprentasikan dengan BDR dan Cadangan Aktiva yang diklasifuikasikan,
Manajemen diproksikan dengan NPM, rentabilitas dinilai dengan ROA dan BOPO,
dan likuiditas direpresentasikan dengan LDR dan CML.

Penelitian ini dilakukan memakai model regresi linier dengan CAR, BDR,
Cadangan Aktiva yang Diklasifikasikan, NPM, ROA, BOPO, LDR dan CML sebagai
variabel independent dan skor CAMEL sebadai variabel dependen. Hasil penelitian
ini menunjukkan hanya variabel Cadangan Aktiva yang Diklasifikasikan, ROA,
BOPO, dan CML yang mempunyai perbedaan yang signifikan. Sedangkan variabel
CAR, BDR, NPM, dan LDR tidak menunjukkan perbedaan yang signifikan. Skor
CAMEL diantara bank BUMN dan bank swasta asing pun tidak menunjukkan
perbedaan yang signifikan. Hal ini menunjukkan bahwa kinerja diantara kedua bank
tersebut tidaklah berbeda. Hal ini dimungkunkan karena Bank Indonesia sudah
menetapkan peraturan-peraturan khusus untuk memelihara kinerja bank-bank di
Indonesia.

Kata kunci: Metode CAMEL, Kinerja Perbankan.
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performance of the bank. In addition, evaluating bank, financial performance ,s
very important to stockowners, depositors, investors, bank managers and public.

1.2. ProblemIdentification

Banking industry is very crucial in an economy. That is why we should be
aware of the grow* of these industries. Uis useless if the business is growing fa*
b„, the performance is no, satisfactory. The bank performance becomes our
indicator to know whether the bank is good or not

The performance may differ befcveen one bank to another. The state-owned
tanks performance may differ from the one of private foreign banks. This research
has objectives to evaluate the performance of su*. owned banks and private foreign
banks in Indonesia.

1.3. Problem Formulation

Based on the explanation in the background ofmis study, the main problem
here is whether mere is asignified evidence of mean differences U, performance
(CAMEL) between state-owned bank and private foreign bank in Indonesia within
2000- October2005.



1.4.Limitation of Research Area

This research has several limitations. The limitations are:

1) Populations used are state-owned bank and private foreign bank that
published their financial report in media, whether in newspapers, internet, in
directory ofBank Indonesia or in Indonesian Banking Statistics.

2) The accounting period of the bank should end in December 31 to avoid the
partial time effect in counting the financial ratio.

3) This research is using CAMEL method to measure the performance of state
owned bank and private foreign bank.

1.5. Research Objectives

The objectives of this research are to evaluate and compare the financial
performance of sute-owned bank and private foreign bank in Indonesia using the
CAMEL method.

1.6. Research Contribution

This research will give some contribution to the following parties:
1) For the stockowners, bank management, depositors, and economist, this

research can give information about the performance of state-owned bank

and private foreign bank in Indonesia.



2) For students, this research can contribute additional information on previous

study andcould be a reference for the nextresearch.

1.7. Definition ofTerms

The purpose ofthis definition ofterms is to help the readers understand this

research.

1) Financial Performance

Financial performance is a management initiative to upgrade the accuracy

and timeliness of financial information. Meeting requirements and standards,

while supporting day-to-day operations, is central to this initiative. Areas of

emphasis include reducing erroneous payments and strengthening the

management of government-held assets (www.pfc.ca).

2) Financial Statements

Financial statements is an accounting statement outlining financial data,

including income for all sources, expenses, assets and liabilities. There are

five forms of financial statements: balance sheet, income statement,

statement of owners' equity, cash flow statement and some necessary notes

(www.pfc.ca).

3) Liquidity

Liquidity means the ease of selling the assets and converting it to cash at a

"fair market value" (Bergevin, 2002)



4) CAMEL

CAMEL is an abbreviation of Capital Assets Management Earning and

Liquidity. CAMEL is one method to evaluate bank performance. CAMEL

has a score; therefore, we can evaluate the position ofthe bank, whether it is

healthy or unhealthy.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Review of related literature gives many explanations about the relevant

theories toward this research and to reconsider about the previous studies. Parts of

this chapter elaborate more about concept of bank, financial statement and CAMEL

method. Previous studies andhypothesis will alsobe explained in this chapter.

2.1. Concept of Bank

According to Prof. G.M. Veryn Stuart (Bank Politic) banks are financial

institution that aims to give credit, eitherwith its own money or money that comes

from other parties.

According to law no. 7 year 1992, banks are financial institutions that have

activities in funding and lending money in a society in order to increase society's

welfare. Therefore, bank is a financial institution that acts as financial intermediary

in the society in order to increase the society's welfare.

A bank in the usual and traditional sense is a financial institution offering

two major services to the public: (1) transaction accounts, (2) direct loans to

businesses, individuals and other institutions.

Beside those major services, banks also offer other services, such as: time

and savings deposits, equipment leases, credit life insurance, financial advice and



counseling, safe keeping of valuables, the transfer of securities, credit guarantees,

and underwriting ofcustomer-issued securities (Rose-Kolaris 1995:152).

There are many kinds ofbank in Indonesia. According to Banking law no. 7

year 1992 and law no. 10 year 1998, banks are classified into two categorized:

1. Commercial bank ("Bank Umum")

2. "Bank Perkreditan Rakyat" (BPR)

Basedon owners' aspect, banks are classified into:

1. State - owned bank

2. Private domestic bank

3. Cooperative bank

4. Private foreign Bank

5. Joint venture Bank

2.1.1. Commercial Bank

A commercial bank isone type ofbank. It raises funds by collecting deposits

from businesses and consumers via checkable deposits, savings deposits, and time

deposits. It makes loans to businesses and consumers. It also buys corporate bonds

and government bonds. Its primary liabilities are deposits and primary assets are

loans and bonds (www.wikipedia.org).



Commercial bank according to law no. 10 year 1998 is a bankthat does its

activities conventionally or base on syariah principle and the activities is giving

services in payment

According to Rose-Kolari (1995:733) a commercial bank is a financial

institution that accepts demand deposits and makes commercial loans as well as

offering the widest array of services of anyfinancial institution.

Commercial banks now offer various kinds of services than other financial

institution, the services offered by commercial banksare: (Rose-Kolari, 1995:156)

1. Expand the money supply through loans and investments.

Commercial banks have the capacity to create money in the disguise of new

deposits by granting credit to borrowers.

2. Provide an outlet for the savings of business, households, and governmental

units.

Commercial banks provide an outlet for savings set aside by the public out

of current income by offering financial assets withattractive ratesof return.

3. Offera meansof payment for purchases of goods and services.

Demand deposits (checking account) offered by banks serve as the principal

mediumofexchange whichto purchasegoodsand services.



4. Provide Fiduciary (trust) services to customers.

The trust function consists of managing accumulated assets and financial

affairs of an individuals or institution for the benefit of that particular

customer.

5. Supply International FinancialServices.

Commercial banks provide essential financial services for their business

customers involved in international trade and finance.

6. Provide Investment Banking Services.

Investment bankers advise their corporate clients on when and how to bring

new security issues to market and frequently underwriter those security

issues, purchasing them from the issuing company in the market.

With those many services that areoffered, bank has influence the economic

and financial well-being. In the future, banks are expected to provide more services

in financial sector.

As a commercial Institution, the objective of banks is to get profit.The profit

of commercial banks is from the spread of interest. The profit also can be from the

other services that banks fund.

In funding their operational cost,banks haveseveral fund resources.

1. Fund from own capital

The fund resource is from capital. Banks capital can be divided as:

10



a. Capital from thestockholders

b. Reserve funds

c. Retained Earning

2. Fund from the society

This fund resource is the most important for bank and it becomes the

measurement of the bank's success ifbank can fund its operational activities

from this fund.

Fund from the society can be easily collected either from deposits or from

current account. The advantages from this fond are easy to collect and the

amount is unlimited.

3. Fund from other institution.

This kind of fund can be collected either from:

a. central bank, or

b. call money from otherbank

2.1.2. Bank Management

According to Martono (2003:50) there are 4(four) kinds of Bank Management

system.

1. Unit Banking System

2. Branch banking system

3. Mixed system

11



Unit Banking System

Unit Banks single office institution primarily serving their local communities.

Characteristic of unit banking system are:

a. Relatively small organization

b. The Operational scope is limited.

c. Delegation ofauthority islimited

d. Procedureofcredit usually easier

Branch Banking System

Abranch banking system is abanking system where bank have one head office and

several branch with united management and decentralized authority.

Characteristics ofbranch banking system:

a. Big organization, large scope ofoperations

b. The head office coordinates branches in operations

c. Line and staff organization system

d. Delegation of authority

Group andChained Banking System

Group and chain banking system is abanking system where several banks join and

it leadby the largebank.

Characteristics of group bankingsystem:

a. Mutual management policies

12



b. Mutual programs ofoperation

Mixed System

This system is a mixing between unit banking system and branch banking system.

Characteristics ofmixed system:

a. Head office bank giving special authority to main branch bank ( as a

unit)

b. Head office bank also delegates special authority to foreign branches

2.2. Financial Statements

Financial Statements is an accounting statement detailing financial data,

including income for all sources, expenses, assets and liabilities. A financial

statement may also be an itemized accounting that shows how grant funds were

used by a donee organization (www.pfc.ca).

Bergevin (2002:570) defined financial statements as corporate reports and

related notational disclosures that summarize economic activities.

There are four kinds of financial statements that usually made by a company;

balance sheet, income statement, statement ofshareholders' equity, and statement of

cash flows.

Generally, the objectives of financial statements are (Martono, 2003:62-63):

1. to give financial information about assets, liabilities, and equity

in certain period.

13



2. to give information about revenues and expenses in a certain

period.

3. to give information about changes in assets, liabilities and equity.

4. to give information about the management performance in a

certain period.

The function of financial statements is not only to give information about financial

condition but also can be use to analyze the performance ofacompany.

Financial statements are use by several parties to evaluate the condition of a

company. The stockholders, government, society, employee, management are some

of the parties that are interested in the financial statements.

The stockholders are the party that mostly relies in financial statement

because they should concern with the company's progress. How much the profit that
acompany earns is the main question in the stockholders' mind. They can easily get

the information fromthe financial statement.

2.3. The CAMEL Method

We can use several methods to evaluate abanks performance, one of it is by

using CAMEL method. BIS (Bank for International Settlement) have set CAMEL as
a standard for measuring the bank's performance, and this becomes guidance all

around the world.

14



Originally, CAMEL method was devised as a supervision tool. Regulators

assess the financial condition of banks through on-site and off-site surveillance.

They rely on two analytical tools for off-site surveillance: supervisory screens and

econometric models. Supervisory screens are the combination of financial ratios that

have in the past given forewarning of safety and soundness problems. Econometric

models use sets of variables from banks' financial statements and economic

environment to compute the probability that a bank will fail in the future (Said-

Saucier,2003:5).

In CAMEL method, five aspects are evaluated, they are Capital, Assets,

Management, Earnings and Liquidity. CAMEL thus provides a measurement of a

bank's current overall financial, managerial, operational and compliance

performance.

1. Capital

In this aspect, we evaluate performance based on CAR or Capital

Adequacy Ratio. It is a ratio of solvency. Minimum CAR has been

designed to ensure bank can absorb a reasonable level of losses

beforebecoming insolvent. The higherthe CAR,the greaterthe level

of unexpected losses it canabsorbbefore becoming insolvent.

15



2. Assets

This aspect isan evaluation for the assets quality owned bythe bank.

A high ratio is supposed to mean a bad quality of assets, but in fact it

depend onwhether information iscorrectly revealed.

3. Management

While theother aspect can be quantifies easily from current financial

statements, management quality is a somewhat elusive and subjective

measure.

4. Earnings

Earnings show us profitability aspect. In this aspect, we evaluate the

ability ofa bank in earn profit and efficiency ofthebusiness.

5. Liquidity

Perfect liquidity implies that liabilities ranked by maturity be

matched bycorresponding assets (Said-Saucier, 2003).

2.4. Previous Research

Several studies have been conducted to examine the usage of financial ratio

to measure the performance. Lawder (in Sumarta-Yogiyanto, 2000) said that

financial ratio could express the relation between two numbers. This gives absolute

and quantitative relation.

16



Several researches showed that financial ratio could be used to predict

bankruptcy (Altaian 1968; Sinkey 1975; Dambolera and Khoury 1980; Thomson

1991 in Sumarta-Yogiyanto, 2000), predict the growth of profit (Freeman et al.

1982; Ou 1990; Penman 1992; Machfoedz 1994; Zainuddin and Jogiyanto 1999 in

Sumarta-Yogiyanto, 2000).

Altaian (in Sumarta and Yogiyanto, 2000) conducted a studyto identify the

healthy bank and unhealthy bank; and found significant relation between financial

ratio and bankruptcy.

Sumarta and Yogiyanto (2000) also stated Beaver's study (1966) that

conducted a study about company's susceptibility of bankruptcy five years before

the company is having financial difficulties.

Bergerand Davies (in Hirtle-Lopez, 1999) examined the information content

of CAMEL ratings by testing for stock price reactions when new ratings are

assigned. Despite the fact that CAMEL ratings are confidential, the authors find that

rating downgrades seem to lead to negative excess to stock return. They interpret

this result as evidence that examinations generate valuable private information and

that rating downgrades reveal unfavorable private information about bank

conditions.

Similarly, DeYoung, Flannery, Lang, and Sorescu (in Hirtle-Lopez, 1999)

found that CAMEL ratings contain information useful to the market for

subordinated, bank holding company debt.

17



Whalen and Thomson (in Sumarta and Yogiyanto, 2000) conducted a study

to examine the accuracy of CAMEL in making banks' rating. They found that

CAMEL is accurate in arrange bank's rating. Payamta and Machfoedz (in Sumarta-

Yogiyanto, 2000) conducted a study use CAMEL variables to evaluate banks

performance before and after go public in Jakarta Stock Exchange and found that

there is no significant performancebefore and after go public.

Hirtle-Lopez (1999) also stated the Barker and Holdsworth's study (1993)

that find evidence that CAMEL ratings are significant predictors of bank failure,

even after controlling for a wide range of publicly available information about the

condition and performance ofbanks.

Zainuddin and Jogiyanto (1999) found that CAMEL variables are significant

to predicting bank's profit a year after. Said and Saucier (2003) found that CAMEL

has given significant results to explain bank's distress in Japan.

Sumarta and Yogiyanto (2000) evaluated the performance of Indonesian

banks and Thailand banks and found significant differences between banks

performance in Indonesia and Thailand. The overall result is Indonesian banks has

better performance than Thailand banks.

Anggraeni (2004) conducted a research to examine performance before and

after divested using CAMEL variables and found significant difference between the

performance before divested and after divested.

18



Lacewell (2003) conducted a study to examine the relationship between the

bank's strong ratio and the strong efficiency scores. The finding shows that there is

a high-degree of consistency between banks with strong financial ratios and banks

that are rated highly efficient.

2.5. Hypothesis Formulation

Based on the theory above and the previous research, the null hypotheses for

each CAMEL aspect are:

Hla : there is no significant difference between CAR in state owned bank and

private foreign bank in Indonesia.

Hlb : there is no significant difference between Quality of Productive Assets (BDR

and Classified Assets Reserves) in state owned bank and private foreign bank in

Indonesia.

Hlc : there is no significant difference between NPM in state owned bank and

private foreign bank in Indonesia.

Hid : there is no significant difference between EARNINGS (ROA and Operating

Efficiency Ratio) in state owned bank and private foreign bank in Indonesia.

Hie : there is no significant difference between LIQUIDITY (LDR and CML) in

state owned bank and private foreign bank in Indonesia.

Whalen and Thomson (1988) as quoted in Sumarta and Yogiyanto (2000)

examined CAMEL financial ratio in making banks' rating and found that CAMEL

19



financial ratio is accurate. In examining the bank performance in this research, we

should compare the CAMEL performance of state owned bank and private foreign

bank. Therefore the null hypothesis of the performance is:

H2 : there is no significant difference between performance (CAMEL) in state-

owned bank and private foreign bank in Indonesia.

20



CHAPTER HI

RESEARCH METHOD

This chapter gives more explanation about the research. It will explain the

population of the data, the source ofthe data, and the variables of the research. The

technique of data analysis and the hypotheses testing will also be explained in this

chapter.

3.1. Research Method

The method that is used in this research is the purposive sampling method.

In this method, the sample was found based on the core variable representing this

research. Purposive sampling method is a technique of taking samples based on

certain considerations, namely considerations on the basis of the purpose of the

research (Sugiono, 1999 in Erisandi, 2005). This research is emphasized on

evaluating banksperformance using CAMEL method.

3.2. Population

The population of this research was state-owned banks and foreign banks in

Indonesia from 1999 until 2004. This research took all of the population of 15

banks; consisting of 5 state-owned banksand 10 foreignbanks.

The list ofpopulation is:

• State-owned banks
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1) Bank Negara Indonesia (BNI)

2) Bank Ekspor Indonesia

3) BankMandiri

4) Bank Rakyat Indonesia (BRI)

5) Bank Tabungan Negara (BTN)

• Private foreign banks

1) ABNAmroBank

2) American Ekspress Bank

3) Bank ofAmerica

4) Citibank

5) Deutsche Bank

6) Standard Chartered Bank

7) The Bangkok Bank

8) The Bank ofTokyo-Mitsubishi

9) The Chase Manhattan Bank

10) The Hongkong & Shanghai BC (HSBC)

Moreover, there is an additional bank from the year 2003:

11) Bank ofChina Limited

33. Type and Source of the Data

This research was conducted by using all relevant secondary data which were

collected from the various reliable sources, such as directory of Bank Indonesia,
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website in internet or newspapers. Data collection and the sources of data were

taken from Indonesian Banking Statistics and BankIndonesia's website.

3.4. Variables

3.4.1. CAR

Minimum CAR has been designed to ensure that bank can absorb a

reasonable level of losses before becoming insolvent. The higher the CAR, the

greater the level of unexpected losses it can absorb before becoming insolvent.

CAR = EguityCaptal ^ ^
"AktivaTerimbangMemrutRisiktATMR)"

3.4.2. Quality of Productive Assets

Quality of productive assets is represented by BDR (Bad Debt Ratio) and

Classified Assets Reserves.

_ ClassifiedProductiveAssets „ _.-,
Total ProductiveAssets

„, .„ ,. „ EhmmaUonOfVxoductiveAssets vr1AA0/
ClassifiedAssetsReserves= —- — -——— —:— XI00%

ObligatedE hm inationOfPr oductiveAssets
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3.43. NPM

Management aspect in this research is not scoring by questioner, but proxy

with Net Profit Margin (NPM) of the bank because the objective of all management

activities is to earn profit.

NPM =NetOperatinglncome xm%
Operatinglncome

3.4.4. ROA

Earnings are scoring with ROA and operating efficiency ratio. ROA is the

ratio of operating incometo total assets. ROA measures the bank's ability in making

profit and efficiency in their operating activity.

ROA=OperatingIncome xm%
TotalAssets

3.4.5. Operating Efficiency Ratio

Operating efficiency ratio is used to measure operational expenses

comparing to the operational revenues. The lower the ratio, the better will be the

efficiency.
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OperatingEfficiencyRatio =TotalOperatingExpenses xm%
TotalOperating Re venues

3.4.6. LDR

Liquidity is represented by LDR and CML. LDR measures banks ability in

fulfillingtheir liabilities. The higherthe LDR,the higher will be the liquidity.

ldr= TotalLom JHOO%
TotalDeposits

3.4.7. CML

CML is net call money to current assets ratio. Net call money comes from

the differences between call money transaction volume that are given by a bank

with call money transaction volume that is received from other bank. The lower the

ratio CML, the better the liquidity is.

CML= CallMoney X100%
CurrentAssets

3.4.8. CAMEL Score

The CAMEL score can be calculated using the following formula:

SCORE (CAMEL) = 0.25 CAR + 0.25 BDR + 0.05 Classified Assets Reserves +

0.25 NPM + 0.05 ROA + 0.05 operating efficiency ratio + 0.05 CML + 0.05

LDR
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3.5. Research Model

XI

X2

X3

X4

X5

FIGURE 3.1

THE RESEARCH MODEL

CAMEL

score state-

owned banks

VS
CAMEL score

private foreign
banks

XI

X2

X3

X4

X5

XI represents Capital (CAR).

X2 represents Quality of Productive Assets.

X3 represents Management (NPM).

X4 represents Earning (ROA and Operating Efficiency Ratio).

X5 represents Liquidity (LDR and CML).

3.6. Formulated Hypothesis

Based on the problem statements and the review of the related literature, the

alternative hypothesis and the null hypothesis that are proposed in this research are:

1) Ho = there is no significant difference between CAR in state owned banks

and private foreign banks in Indonesia.
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Ha= there is a significant difference between CAR in state owned banks and

private foreign banks in Indonesia.

2) Ho = there is no significant difference between BDR in state owned banks

and private foreign banks.

Ha= there is a significant difference between BDR in state owned banks and

private foreign banks.

3) Ho = there is no significant difference between Classified Assets Reserves in

state owned banks and private foreign banks.

Ha = there is a significant difference between Classified Assets Reserves in

state owned banks and private foreign banks.

4) Ho = there is no significant difference between NPM in state owned banks

and private foreign banks in Indonesia.

Ha = there is a significant difference between NPM in state owned banks

and private foreign banks in Indonesia.

5) Ho = there is no significant difference between ROA in state owned banks

and private foreign banks in Indonesia.

Ha = there is a significant difference between ROA in state owned banksand

private foreign banks in Indonesia.

6) Ho = there is no significant difference between Operating Efficiency Ratio

in state owned banks and private foreign banks in Indonesia.
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Ha = there is a significant difference between Operating Efficiency Ratio in

state owned banksandprivate foreign banks in Indonesia.

7) Ho = there is no significant difference between LDR in state owned banks

and private foreign banks in Indonesia.

Ha= there is a significant difference between LDR instate owned banks and

private foreignbanks in Indonesia.

8) Ho = there is no significant difference between CML in state owned banks

and private foreign banks in Indonesia.

Ha = there is a significant difference between CML in state owned banks

and private foreign banks in Indonesia.

9) Ho = there is no significant difference between performance (CAMEL) in

state ownedbanksandprivate foreign banks in Indonesia.

Ha = there is a significant difference between performance (CAMEL) in

state ownedbanksandprivate foreign banks in Indonesia.

3.7. Hypothesis Testing.

The hypothesis testing was done byanalyzing the significance of coefficient

and variable. This research used the significant level of 95% or a = 5%. The data,

then, were processed by using SPSS 12.0 (statistical package for social science)

computer software.
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After analyzing and interpreting the data, the analysis can derive some

conclusions, that null hypothesis (Ho) is rejected, or in the other word, accepted the

alternative hypothesis (Ha).
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CHAPTER TV

RESEARCH FINDINGS, DISCUSSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

This chapter will explain the early process of gathering the data, the

measurement of variables used in this research, the data analysis and the

interpretation of hypothesis testing which includes the explanations about the

research findings, discussions and research implications.

4.1. Research descriptions

4.1.1. Research Preparation

The data in this research were collected from Indonesian Banking Statistics

and Bank Indonesia's website with several criteria:

a. The population of this research was 15 banks for the year 2000-2002 and 16

banks for the year 2003-October 2005.

b. The data used in this research include financial ratio given by the bank, call

money and current assets.

4.1.2. Research Process

The data that were used in this research are quantitative data that were

gathered from Indonesian Banking Statistics and Bank Indonesia's website. The

companies that become the object of this research were 15 banks for the year 2000-

2002 and 16 banks for the year 2003-October 2005. They are all the population of

state-owned banks and private foreign banks in Indonesia.
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The hypothesis testing was done by statistical testing method, for the

measurement of variable. Microsoft Excel was used and the data were then

processed by using SPSS 12.0for the statistical calculation.

4.2. Research Findings and Discussions

4.2.1. Descriptive Statistics

Descriptive statistics was applied to observe the sample characteristics used in this

research. In detail, the sample characteristics are shown in table 4.1. Based on the

table 4.1, we find the sample amount, minimum and maximum value, mean and the

standard deviation ofeach variable that are used.

TABLE 4.1

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation

CAR State-Owned Banks 6 ,0531 .2171 .175417 .0610813

CAR Private Foreign Banks
6 .1638 ,2240 .180367 .0224118

BDR State-Owned Banks 6 .0316 ,0832 .045200 ,0190035

BDR Private Foreign Banks
6 .0326 .1252 .071650 ,0381504

Class Asset Reserve State-
Owned Banks 6 1,8228 5,0816 2,941700 1,1833102

Class Asset Reserve
Private Foreign Banks 6 1,0918 1,3051 1.171367 ,0775614

NPM State-Owned Banks 6 .0653 .1762 .120500 ,0426721

NPM Private Foreign Banks
6 .0662 ,1833 .113983 .0408278

ROA State-Owned Banks 6 .0057 ,0346 .018600 .0107785

ROA Private Foreign Banks
6 .0245 ,0522 .037733 ,0105931

Operating Efficiency Ratio
State-Owned Banks 6 .7573 1.0660 .969583 ,1168301
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Operating Efficiency Ratio
Private Foreign Banks 6 .7525 ,9724 ,830850 ,0744119

LDR State-Owned Banks 6 ,2640 ,5317 ,386800 ,1148754

LDR Private Foreign Banks
6 ,4728 ,6428 ,535550 ,0591334

CML State-Owned Banks 6 ,0484 .1428 ,084617 ,0339502

CML Private Foreign Banks
6 ,3399 .5655 ,426600 ,0819987

CAMEL State-Owned
Banks 6 46,7710 70,6460 61.318167 9,4928099

CAMEL Private Foreign
Banks 6 51,5750 68,6760 61,740667 7.6185134

Valid N (listwise) 6

4.2.2. The Hypothesis Testing

To observe the significance level, this research applies the probability value

approach (p-value approach). The determination of accepting and rejecting Ho is

based on the p-value result. If p-value of the variables are greater than the

significant level (a =0.05), so that the Null Hypothesis (Ho) is failed to reject, it

means that the variable is not significant Meanwhile, if p-value is smaller than the

significant level that is chosen (a =0.05), so that the Null Hypothesis (Ho) is

rejected. It means the variable is significant

The results of the mean difference for each variable are described in table

4.2 below.
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TABLE 4.2

THE RESULT OF MEAN DIFFERENCE

Paired Differences t Sig. (2-
tailed)

Mean Std.
Deviation

Pair 1 CAR State-Owned Banks - CAR
Private Foreign Banks

-.4950 5.70308 -.213 .840

Pair 2 BDR State-Owned Banks - BDR

Private Foreign Banks
•2.6450 5.03784 -1.286 .255

Pair 3 Class Asset Reserve State-Owned
Banks - Class Asset Reserve

Private Foreign Banks

177.0333 122.30918 3.545 .016

Pair 4 NPM State-Owned Banks - NPM

Private Foreign Banks
.6517 5.09227 .313 .767

Pair 5 ROA State-Owned Banks - ROA

Private Foreign Banks
-1.9133 .41389 -11.323 .000

Pair 6 Operating Efficiency Ratio State-
Owned Banks - Operating
Efficiency Ratio Private Foreign
Banks

13.8733 9.58164 3.547 .016

Pair 7 LOR State-Owned Banks - LOR

Private Foreign Banks
-14.8750 16.25491 -2.242 .075

Pair 8 CML State-Owned Banks - CML

Private Foreign Banks
-34.1983 10.09614 -8.297 .000

Table 4.2 shows that only Classified Assets reserves, ROA, Operating Efficiency

Ratio and CML that have a significant difference in performance of state-owned

banks and private foreign banks. Moreover,the other variables are not significant.

The testing of first hypothesis is to analyze the independent variable, which is

CAR. The table 4.2 shows that the amount of p-value of t is 0.840. It means that

there is no significant difference between CAR in state owned banks and private

foreign banks in Indonesia. The finding is not consistent with Sumarta and

Yogiyanto's research finding.
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The testing of second hypothesis istoanalyze the independent variable which is

BDR. Table 4.2 shows thatthe amount ofp-value oft is 0.255. It means that there is

no significant difference between BDR in state owned banks and private foreign

banks.

The testing of third hypothesis is to analyze the independent variable,

ClassifiedAssets Reserves. Table 4.2 shows that the amount ofp-value oft is 0.016.

It means that the there is significant difference between Classified Assets Reserves

in state owned banks and private foreign banks.

The testing of fourth hypothesis is to analyze the independent variable,

NPM. Table4.2 shows that the amount of p-value oft is 0.767. It means that there is

no significant difference between NPM in state owned banks and private foreign

banks in Indonesia. This finding is consistent with Sumarta and Yogiyanto's

research finding.

The testing of fifth hypothesis is to analyze the independent variable, ROA.

Table 4.2 shows that the amount of p-value of t is 0.000. It means that there is

significant difference between ROA in state owned banks and private foreign banks

in Indonesia. This finding is consistent with Sumarta and Yogiyanto's research

finding.

The testing of sixth hypothesis isto analyze the independent variable which

is Operating Efficiency Ratio. Table 4.2 shows that the amount of p-value of t is

0.016. It means that there is significant difference between Operating Efficiency
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ratio in state owned banks and private foreign banks in Indonesia. This finding is

not consistent with Sumarta and Yogiyanto's research finding.

The testing of seventh hypothesis is to analyze the independent variable,

LDR. Table 4.2 shows that the amount ofp-value oft is 0.075. It means that there is

no significant difference between LDR in state owned banks and private foreign

banks in Indonesia. This finding is not consistent with Sumarta and Yogiyanto's

research finding.

The testing of eight hypothesis is to analyze the independent variable,

CML. Table 4.2 shows that the amount of p-value oft is 0.000. It means that there is

significant difference between CML in state owned banks and private foreign banks

in Indonesia. This finding consistent with Sumarta and Yogiyanto's research finding

TABLE 43

THE MEAN DIFFERENCE RESULT OF CAMEL

Paired Differences T df Sig. (2-tailed)

Mean Std. Deviation

CAMEL State-Owned

Banks - CAMEL Private

Foreign Banks

-.4225 8.63999 -.120 5 .909

The testing of ninth hypothesis is to analyze the performance (CAMEL),

whether they have a significant difference or not between state-owned banks and

private foreign banks. It can be seen from the table 4.6 that the amount ofp-value of

t is 0.909. It means that there is no significant different between performances

(CAMEL) in state owned banks and private foreign banks in Indonesia.
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TABLE 4.4

SUMMARY OF RESULT

Variables t-statistics p-value of
t

Significance level

CAR -.213 .840 In significant

BDR -1.286 .255 In significant

Classified Assets Reserves 3.545 .016 Significant

NPM .313 .767 In significant

ROA -11.323 .000 Significant

Operating Efficiency Ratio 3.547 .016 Significant

LDR -2.242 .075 In significant

CML -8.297 .000 Significant

CAMEL -.120 .909 In significant

43. Research Implication

The analysis result shows that only Classified Assets Reserves, ROA,

Operating Efficiency Ratio and CML that have significant difference between state-

owned banks and private foreign banks. This research implies that the performance

of state-owned banks and private foreign banks in Indonesia for the year 2000-

October 2005 is significantly different for those variables.
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Meanwhile, CAR, BDR, NPM, and LDR variables are not significantly

different between state-owned banks and private foreign banks. This evidence

implies that the performance of state-owned banks and private foreign banks in

Indonesia for the year 2000-October 2005 is not significantly different for those

variables.

Moreover, the overall performance (CAMEL) of state-owned banks and

private foreign banks in Indonesia during 2000-October 2005 is not significantly

different.

This evidence implies that the performance between state-owned banks and

private foreign banks in Indonesia during 2000-October 2005 is not different The

finding of this research is not in conformity with the previous research that has been

done by Sumarta and Yogiyanto (2000).

CAR between state-owned banks and private foreign banks is not significantly

different. It happens because Bank Indonesia already set the minimum CAR that the

bank should have. Minimum CAR requirement is important as a guarantee for the

customer that the banks have adequate capital to fulfill their liabilities.

Both of state-owned banks and private foreign banks already fulfill the

minimum requirement of CAR. Moreover, private foreign banks have higher mean

of CAR. This condition happens because private foreign banks have bigger capital

than state-owned banks (Dendawijaya, 2005). Higher CAR implies that private
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foreign banks can fulfill their long-term liabilities with their capital better than state-

owned banks.

BDR between state-owned banks and private foreign banks is not significantly

different However, for Classified Assets Reserves there is a significant difference

between state-owned banks and private foreign banks. Those two variables indicate

the quality of productive assets. The lesser the ratio BDR, the better it will be

because BDR indicates the risk of bad debt in the bank. But the higher the ratio of

Classified Assets Reserves, the better the bank condition is because it indicating the

reserve that the bank has for anticipating the bad debt

BDR for private foreign banks are higher than state-owned banks, but tihere is

no significant difference. This condition implies that both of the banks are very

careful with their productive assets in order to keep survive in this business. Big bad

debt can bring serious problem in this business.

State-owned banks have higher mean of Classified Assets Reserves than

private foreign banks. This condition implies that state-owned banks have higher

reserves for anticipating bad debt. In addition, this ratio has a significant difference.

It happens because state-owned banks as the major actor in banking business in

Indonesia making more loans than private foreign banks. Moreover, state-owned

banks should anticipate more for bad debt because they make more loans.

BDR and Classified Assets Reserves indicating the quality of productive

assets. From the data in table 4.5 we know that BDR ratio for state-owned banks are
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lesser than private foreign banks and Classified Assets Reserves ratio for state-

owned banks are higher than private foreign banks. This condition implies that the

quality of productive assets for state-owned banks is better than private foreign

banks.

NPM ratio between state-owned banks and private foreign banks is not

significantly different This finding shows us that whatever the business is, state-

owned business or private business, the objectives are to earn profit That is why

there is no significant difference between state-owned banks and private foreign

banks because both of them are trying to earn profit as much as they can. This

finding is consistent with Sumarta and Yogiyanto research finding, even though

their research was compared to bank in Indonesia and Thailand.

The ROA ratio between state-owned banks and private foreign banks has a

significant difference, where the ROA ratio in private foreign banks has higher

value. This condition implies that private foreign banks manage their assets better

and more efficient in their operating activities than state-owned banks because ROA

measures the bank's ability in making profit and efficiency in their operating

activity. Higher ROA means higher profit and better allocation ofassets.

Operating efficiency ratio between state-owned banks and private foreign

banks have significant difference. The ratio of state-owned banks has higher value

than private foreign banks. This condition indicates that private foreign banks are

more efficient in their operating activities because operating efficiency ratio
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measures bank's efficiency in running their operating activities. The condition may

happen because state-owned banks are the major actor in banking business in

Indonesia and this makes them inefficient in running the activities because of they

are satisfied with their position. Besides, the quality of resources, like human

resources and technology, in state-owned banks are insufficient.

The ratio LDR between state-owned banks and private foreign banks are not

significantly different. This implies that the abilityof state-owned banks and private

foreign banks in fulfilling their abilities are not so different because LDR measures

banks ability in fulfilling their liabilities. In the other word, the liquidity among the

banks is not significantly different.

LDR mean ofprivate foreign banks is higher than state-owned banks. It may

happen because the total loans give by the banks are not equal with the total

deposits they have. We know that people tend to make deposits in state-owned

banks because they feel more secure with state-owned banks.

The CML ratio between state-owned banks and private foreign banks are

significantly different. The ratio of private foreign bank is higher than state-owned

banks. This condition implies that the liquidity of private foreign banks are worse

than state-owned banks because private foreign banks cannot fulfill their liabilities

in call money with their liquid assets. State-owned banks as the major actor in

banking business in Indonesia of course have more liquidassets than private foreign

banks and it may the reason why the ratio is significantlydifferent.
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The overall performance (CAMEL) between state-owned banks and private

foreign banks are not significantly different during 2000-October 2005. With the

mean of CAMEL score for private foreign banks higher than state-owned banks.

The condition indicatesthat the performance ofprivate foreign banks is better, but it

does not have a significant difference with state-owned banks. It may happen

because Bank Indonesia has set up special regulation to maintain the bank

performance in Indonesia.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter will give the conclusion of the research. The limitation and the

recommendation are also explained in this chapter.

5.1. Research Conclusions

Based on the research purpose, the statistical test and analysis have been

described in the previous chapters. There are several conclusions as are mentioned

as follows:

a. Based on the result of the analysis, it can be concluded that there is no

significant difference in CAR, BDR, NPM, and LDR between state-owned

banks and private foreign banks in Indonesia for the year 2000-October 2005

with 5% level of significance.

b. Based on the result we can also conclude that there is a significant difference

in Classified Assets Reserves, ROA, Operating Efficiency ratio and CML

between state-owned banks and private foreign banks in Indonesia for the

year 2000-October 2005 with 5% level ofsignificance.

c. The overall performance (CAMEL) between state-owned banks and private

foreign banks in Indonesia for the year 2000-October2005 has no significant

difference, eventhough the mean of CAMEL score for private foreign banks

higher than state-owned banks, which means that the performance of private
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foreign banks is better. The condition may happen because Bank Indonesia

already sets up some rules to maintain the bank performance.

5.2. Research Limitations

In conducting this research, there are some limitations as outlined as follows:

1. Because the sample is small, there are some problems regarding the validity

of the research.

2. Since it only uses financial ratio in examining the performance, it cannot

evaluate other factors that can influence the performance of the bank, such

as the bank's compliance or the internal conflict that can affect the business.

5.3. Research Recommendations

These following recommendations are provided to give a reference for the next

academic research:

1. For further research, it is suggested to have more population and in different

categories, such as private national banks or it increases the period of the

research.

2. The measurement of the performance does not only use CAMEL, but also

CAMEL plus that considers the compliance of bank with the government

(Bank Indonesia) rules.
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APPENDICES



Appendix 2: CAMEL Score Table

State-Owned Banks

Year Score Category

2000 46,771 Unsatisfactory

2001 61,186 Unhealthy

2002 65,448 Unhealthy

2003 70,118 Healthy

2004 70,646 Healthy

October 2005 53,74 Unhealthy

Private Foreign Banks

Year Score Category

2000 52.926 Unhealthy

2001 51,575 Unhealthy

2002 63,366 Unhealthy

2003 65,511 Unhealthy

2004 68,676 Healthy

October 2005 68,39 Healthy
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Appendix3: The Descriptive Statistics of The Research Variables

Descriptive Statistics

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation

CAR State-Owned Banks 6 .0531 ,2171 ,175417 ,0610813

CAR Private Foreign
Banks

6 ,1638 ,2240 ,180367 ,0224118

BDR State-Owned Banks 6 ,0316 ,0832 ,045200 ,0190035

BDR Private Foreign
Banks

6 ,0326 .1252 ,071650 ,0381504

Class Asset Reserve

State-Owned Banks
6 1,8228 5,0816 2,941700 1,1833102

Class Asset Reserve
Private Foreign Banks

6 1,0918 1,3051 1,171367 ,0775614

NPM State-Owned Banks 6 .0653 .1762 ,120500 ,0426721

NPM Private Foreign
Banks

6 ,0662 .1833 ,113983 .0408278

ROA State-Owned Banks 6 .0057 .0346 ,018600 .0107785

ROA Private Foreign
Banks

6 .0245 .0522 ,037733 ,0105931

Operating Efficiency Ratio
State-Owned Banks

6 .7573 1.0660 ,969583 ,1168301

Operating Efficiency Ratio
Private Foreign Banks

6 .7525 ,9724 ,830850 ,0744119

LDR State-Owned Banks 6 ,2640 ,5317 ,386800 .1148754

LDR Private Foreign
Banks

6 .4728 ,6428 ,535550 ,0591334

CML State-Owned Banks 6 ,0484 ,1428 ,084617 ,0339502

CML Private Foreign
Banks

6 ,3399 ,5655 ,426600 .0819987

CAMEL State-Owned

Banks
6 46,7710 70,6460 61,318167 9,4928099

CAMEL Private Foreign
Banks

6 51,5750 68,6760 61,740667 7,6185134

Valid N (listwise) 6
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Appendix 2: CAMEL Score Table

State-Owned Banks

Year Score

2000 46,771

2001 61,186

2002 65,448

2003 70,118

2004 70,646

October 2005 53,74

Private Foreign Banks

Year Score

2000 52,926

2001 51.575

2002 63,366

2003 65,511

2004 68,676

October 2005 68,39

Category

Unsatisfactory

Unhealthy

Unhealthy

Healthy

Healthy

Unhealthy

Category

Unhealthy

Unhealthy

Unhealthy

Unhealthy

Healthy

Healthy
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